Book review: The Personal Development Group: The Student’s Guide by Costello, James F.
44 therapy today September 2008
It is generally accepted
that personal
development forms a














an essential guide for
the trainee on her
voyage of discovery. My
enjoyment of this clear









the life cycle of a
‘typical’ PD group. The
metaphor of a journey





Why PD? What’s the
difference between PD
and therapy? Should
the book be read by








and format, who is in
the group, and the role
and style of the
facilitator. The voyage
includes: ‘Setting Off ’
(different styles of
beginning), ‘Learning

















vignettes. In ‘Ways of
Understanding’, the
PD group is presented
as a unique
opportunity to explore
ourselves in relation to
others, which on a
micro-level mirrors the
systems in which we
are embedded. 
I read this book
having recently
completed my training.
It has been useful for
me in continuing to
make sense of the
experience. Would
reading it sooner have
changed my experience
of PD? Certainly. But
not necessarily for





































and the author is not
afraid of asking, ‘Do
we need formulations
at all?’ Rogers gets a




















well with the same
growing trend in
counselling and
psychotherapy. A lot of
thought-provoking
material and practical
guidance is packed 
into this excellent 
text and it is likely to
become an accessible
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